
UniPlay
The best modular play system



What is  

UniPlay?

UniPlay is the most modular 
play system on the market. 

All of the components – the patented 
pole brackets, the floor sections, the 
panels and the roofs - use the highest 
quality materials.

UniPlay allows you to build units that 
are tall, long, short, down slopes and 
over the hills. 

It also comes with a fantastic range of 
play functions and caters for children 
with varying abilities, making it an 
inclusive system.

A brief look back...

In 1978, HAGS collaborated with 
two designers: Thorulf Löfstedt 
and Bo Qvennerstedt. 

One of them was a landscape architect 
and the other an expert on product 
design and colour setting. 

The idea was to create a unit that 
allows different types of play functions 
to be incorporated. 

Together, we developed the modular 
system which was called Smaland. 
The modular system was a success 
due to the endless possibilities for 
customisation.
  
Today, we call this system UniPlay and 
its story continues with customers 
around the world choosing from 
standard units, to customising them to 
their needs.
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Why choose 

UniPlay?

Great Play Values
UniPlay is packed with play values.  
The components and units are 
designed to stimulate and enhance 
physical, sensory and social skills. 

Flexibility
UniPlay does not come with pre-drilled 
holes. Not having these allows greater 
flexibility when building on areas that  
have slopes or slight gradients.

Sustainability
Our wood is ethically sourced from 
Scandinavian forests, where the trees 
grow slowly and develop a very dense 
and compact grain, giving it the long-
lasting quality.

Market Leading Warranties
By choosing UniPlay, customers can 
be certain that the life of the product 
will far exceed the warranties we offer.

Safety
The UniPlay range goes through some 
of the most extensive and advanced 
testing in the world. All UniPlay 
standard units are TUV approved.

Did you know that we have 
UniPlays built decades ago that 
are still providing great play 
experiences today?

12 years old and still looking good!
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UniPlay is  
Inclusive

When designing UniPlay 
units, our team of experts 
take into consideration those 
with physical and mental 
impairments. 

UniPlay has a large selection of 
components to choose from which 
can be incorporated into the unit to 
add even more inclusive features, 
depending on your needs and 
requirements. 

This includes adding play functions 
to help with mental development, 
adjusting the unit for better 
manoeuvrability and creating easy 
access for those with a mobility aid, 
so that children of all abilities can play 
together.

hags.com/inclusive

We believe that  
play should be  
for all
The modularity of the UniPlay system 
helps cater for everyone, It allows us to 
create units that will meet the needs of 
the users so that they can be played 
on by as many children as possible.
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Choosing your  

UniPlay

We offer a large selection of 
units varying in size, colour  
and material.

Below are some short explanations 
to help you decide what is right for 
you:

Please get in touch if you need some help choosing:  

+46 380 473 00

UniPlay Standard We have a wide range of standard units to choose 
from. These units are already designed and can be ordered straight away. All of our 
standard units are designed to provide the highest play value and look great in any 
play space.

UniPlay Modified A standard unit may require some adjustments to 
fully satisfy your requirements. The adjustment may be anything from adding or 
removing a particular component, such as a bridge, a play panel or even a change 
of colour.

UniPlay Bespoke UniPlay can also be designed from scratch. We believe 
that all ideas can become a reality. For years, we have designed bespoke units for 
customers, ranging from castles to jungles, space adventures to creating units that 
resemble a community connection based on landmarks or local history.
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UniPlay

UniPlay is designed to grab 
the attention and interest of 
older children – and keep it!

With fresh, modern components to 
delight every child, UniPlay provides 
healthy exercise and is the perfect 
way to work off energy.

Each standard unit is designed to 
provide varying levels of challenge 
and they all incorporate many key 
play values that can aid in mental 
and physical development in young 
children.

Standard units are already 
created and are ready to 
order today!

See our extensive range at: 

hags.com/UniPlay

Standard Units

Material Options

Floor:Post: Panel:

Steel/HPLSteel HPL

WoodWood Wood

Stainless Steel Steel

Guide to HAGS icons

Free height of  
fall EN 1176

Age guideline

m2

Impact area
EN 1176

Space needed

Assembly time AccessibleNo. of
Users

Anchoring:  S   Sunken foundation

For more information about product 
options please visit: www.hags.com
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Fyri

8071457 S Red  

 7,15 x 5,95

m2

33

2.65

5-12

16

16

Cixtona

8061732 S Brown

 6,1 x 6,1

m2

34

2.2

5-12

12

20

Swixy

8071069 S Green

 6,85 x 7,0

m2

36

2.85

5-12

12

18

UniPlay Standard Units

Ennaj

8071824 S Green

 7 x 7

m2

34

1.9

5-12

22

25

Zippie

8071765 S Grey  

 4,45 x 11,45

m2

44

1

5-12

6

20

Byrmax

8061744 S Brown

 4,1 x 7,2

m2

24

1.5

5-12

5

9
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Ossion

8074058 S Green

 7,1 x 7,7

m2

41

2.3

5-12

11

18

Igge

8061776 S Green

 5,6 x 7,8

m2

31

1.8

5-12

10

14

Hemba

8049082 S Red

 8,8 x 6,5

m2

39

2.2

3-12

19

26

UniPlay Standard Units8



Jillbrad

8061764 S Red

 9,1 x 9,7

m2

60

2.25

5-12

19

36

Assid

8072123 S Green  

 9,45 x 7,55

m2

53

1.9

5-12

8

20

Abbax

8049091 S Brown  

 7,4 x 7,4

m2

40

2.5

5-12

21

28

UniPlay Standard Units 9



Poseidon

8061745 S Green

 5,1 x 7,3

m2

27

1.3

5-12

15

20

UniPlay Standard Units

Eptix

8061728 S Green

 10,5 x 13,2

m2

97

1.2

3-12

40

90

Melax

8071688 S Red  

 8,85 x 8,8

m2

50

2.95

5-12

25

30

Sungam

8071075 S Grey

 9,65 x 7,15

m2

43

2

5-12

18

36

Lavon

8071524 S Beige  

 8,65 x 7,5

m2

40

1.9

5-12

18

18
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UniPlay Standard Units

Agir

8071072 S Blue  

 12,1 x  8,9

m2

68

1.9

5-12

30

46

Nahoj

8071071 S Biege

 9,95 x 9,05

m2

55

2.2

5-12

20

36

Bihar

8048400 S Green

 12,1 x 12,3

m2

78

1.8

5-12

35

110
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Focus on design

Melax is a fun and competitive multi-play 
unit with a variety of play functions for 
everyone.

Children can go from tower to tower balancing 
via the very challenging Rope Walk, using their 
strength and coordination. Or via the Manet, 
which means having to traverse sideways to 
reach the next tower.

Melax is full of other play features that allows
dreamers to let their imaginations go wild with 
features, such as the telescope, ship’s wheel 
and shop counter.
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Climbing Hanging Gliding Balancing Sensory Coordination Team Work Imagine

Wooden Posts

Steel/HPL Floors Barrier

HPL Panel Guardrail

HPL Low Panel Telescope

Counter Top Ship’s Wheel

Arco Glider Single Width Slide Wobble Climb Curved Climb Wall Ball Game Manet Climber Rope Walk

Here are all the play functions that make up UniPlay Melax:

Play Values
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Buridos

8061729 S Green

 18,4 x 19,0

m2

200

2.2

3-12

85

162

UniPlay Standard Units14



Enzia

8061756 S Green  

  13,5 x 15,4

m2

117

2

5-12

59

184

UniPlay Standard Units 15







UniPlay

Posts

Choose between either bark brown 
engineered pine for a natural look or 
powder coated/stainless steel posts 
for maximum durability.

Wood
• Our laminated timber poles are 

composed of three sections joined 
together, a method that increases 
strength and reduces cracking

• All vertical posts have galvanised 
steel ground sockets to avoid direct 
contact with soil, thus reducing the 
risk of rot

• 10 year warranty

Steel 
• Powder coated and stainless steel 

posts come in structural grade 
110mm diameter with a 5mm wall 
section for a more durable solution

• Zinc-epoxy coated which provides 
corrosion protection and finished 
with polyester powder colour which 
gives a smooth look and long lasting 
quality 

• 25 year warranty

Colours and Materials

Wood
Best value

Jilax

Wood & HPL
Bright and hard wearing

Wood panel colour options:

 Steel & HPL
Maximum durability
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Panels

Choose between either High 
Pressure Laminate (HPL), steel or 
engineered pine for a natural look.

Wood

• Solid pine wood sourced from 
Scandinavia is first treated with oil to 
increase the material’s durability and 
enhance its natural appearance

• Available in 4 standard colours

HPL 

• High Pressure Laminate is durable 
with high resistance to scratching, 
heat, damp and stains

• Available in 3 standard colours

Steel

• High quality steel equipment is more 
sustainable as it will stand the test of 
time and generate less waste

Floors

Complete the natural look with bark 
brown wood floors or hard wearing 
HPL with a non-slip surface.
Wood
• Designed to prevent water stagnation

• All our wood is FSC certified

HPL
• Steel frame topped with HPL with a 

hard-wearing non-slip surface

Anchoring

UniPlay has an anchoring system 
that is designed for durability. 

The patented pole mounting structure 
lifts the unit above the ground to protect 
all wooden parts against moisture

For more details please visit:

hags.com/materials

HPL panel colour options:

Anchoring

0,40

OM

S

BM CC

0,600,60

0,40

OM

S

BM CC

0,600,60

0,40

OM

S

BM CC

0,600,60

0,40

OM

S

BM CC

0,600,60

OM  Above ground:

Fixed to a concrete base

BM   Loose fill:

Sunken precast concrete 
covered with bark

S   Sunken foundation:  

Sunken precast concrete 
covered with sand

CC   Cast in place:

Concrete poured on site
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UniPlay

UniPlay has a wide range of  
components!

Here are a few of our latest and most 
popular components.

hags.com/UniPlay

Play Functions

Webby Climb - Resembling a spider’s web, 
the Webby Climb challenges children to 
climb through the various gaps to reach 
the next stage.

Transfer Point – Children of all abilities can 
gain easy access to our multi-play units with 
the Transfer Point, allowing everyone to join 
in the fun.

Cannon Slide – Guarded with cannons, this 
slide is great to spark the imagination of 
children and create an adventure-filled play 
space.

Zip Rail – Fly from one end to the other 
in the exhilarating Zip rail. Provides thrill 
seekers with the experience of height, 
movement and the excitement of speed 
and risk.

Webby Relax - Not only great at providing 
challenging climbing experiences but it’s 
also perfect for relaxing and socialising.
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Wobble Bridge – Provide an element of risk 
as children traverse through the challenging 
and fun Wobble Bridge. The textured 
surface provides slip resistance and offers a 
tactile experience.

Wobble Climb – Its non-traditional bendy 
material will challenge and develop 
children’s climbing skills. The textured 
surface provides slip resistance and offers a 
tactile experience. 

Rope Walk – Allows explorers to go from 
tower to tower balancing via the very 
challenging Rope Walk, using their strength 
and coordination.

Globe – This unique stepping stone that 
sits high above the ground between two 
platforms is great at challenging children’s 
balance and adds a distinctive feature to any 
play space.

Net Tunnel – Passing through the Net 
Tunnel provides explorers with a feeling of 
risk and an enjoyable yet gentle swinging 
sensation at a height that is more noticeable 
than you’d imagine.   

HPL Play Panel with game insert – Provide 
additional play features that can be enjoyed 
by all while stimulating different sensory 
systems with our selection of game panels.  
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UniPlay

Perhaps you’ve spotted a 
Uniplay unit that would be 
perfect for your scheme, but 
you’d rather have a few  
different components?

With over 50 components to choose 
from, you will be spoilt for choice.

If you modify your UniPlay our team of 
designers will work with you during the 
consultation stage to make sure that 
the new design meets current safety 
regulations.

Although our standard range already 
offers a variety of colour options, 
customers can order bespoke colour 
combinations to meet very specific 
design briefs. We can manufacture posts, 
decks and roofs in any colour and create 
a multi-play structure with a distinctive 
look, whether you need a neutral colour 
palette or contrasting hues for a striking 
playful look.

Modified Units
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UniPlay Modified Units

Cixtona + colour & material swap = modified unit

Byrmax + sliding pole = modified unit

- =

2323



UniPlay Modified Units

Byrmax + Cixtona = modified unit

+ =
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UniPlay Modified Units

Byrmax + Cixtona + components = modified unit

Sliding Pole

Wood Floor

HPL Game Insert Panel Game Insert

Wood Post

Wood Low Panel=

+ +
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UniPlay

Sometimes our customers require 
an entirely bespoke unit designed 
to suit their play space.

It may be to mirror the surrounding 
architecture or local landmarks, there 
may be specific constraints to deal with, 
or they just want their new facility to 
tell a unique story that will captivate the 
residents and make them feel proud of 
their local area.

UniPlay’s modular system allows for 
the flexibility to combine posts, panels, 
decks, roofs and other components to 
create unique designs. 

Our design team will help throughout 
the project, and make your vision 
become a reality.

Please have a look at the following 
examples of bespoke units from 
across Europe for some inspiration.

hags.com

Bespoke Units
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Connect two  
standard UniPlays

This is the easiest and quickest 
way to create a bespoke unit as it 
requires little additional design 
work. Perfect if you want to scale 
up whilst having to meet strict 
deadlines. 

It also means that you can build your play 
structure in stages to match your budget 
schedule.

Build vertically

High towers have that WOW factor 
that will make them the focal point 
of any play space, thus immediately 
grabbing the attention of visitors. 

UniPlay’s modular design makes it possible 
to add floors and build up towers as high 
as 10 meters and beyond.

Expand horizontally

The same principle applies to 
horizontal building, and triangular 
and square decks can be combined 
in multiple ways to create bespoke 
layouts.

Expand the possibilities of UniPlay
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Build UniPlay  
on a slope

Far from being an obstacle, the 
natural terrain can be incorporated 
into the design of a UniPlay unit 
and contribute to a stimulating play 
experience. 

As posts come in varying sizes they can 
be used to create a structure following 
the landform to make the most of a 
challenging sloping ground.

Besides, children are naturally attracted 
to interesting landscapes with changes 
of levels, so this configuration adds 
further play value to your scheme.

Incorporate the 
landscape

Trees, shrubs, rocks and boulders 
help create a multi-sensory 
environment where children can 
explore nature, develop key motor 
skills and use their imagination. They 
also provide a habitat for a multitude 
of species, thus fostering biodiversity.

There has been a great emphasis lately 
on how important natural spaces are to 
people’s health and wellbeing and how 
crucial their preservation is to our future. 

Therefore, many customers will ask us to 
keep and protect these natural features 
when installing a play area.

Keeping the natural setting intact also 
softens the visual impact of a playground, 
an important feature for locations with strict 
conservation standards and where the 
equipment needs to be sympathetic to the 
surrounding environment.

Owing to UniPlay’s flexibility, we can easily 
overcome any challenge that landscaping 
elements may present by incorporating 
them into the design, whilst making sure all 
safety requirements are met together with 
any layout considerations.

Want to know more about bespoke 
units and how to create inspiring play 
spaces with landscaping elements?

Please see our guides on 

hags.com/playspaces
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